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TEMP•Tabs™ Studiofoam® Mounting Kit

TEMP•Tabs™ are a temporary Studiofoam mounting solution designed for easy installation 
and maximum flexibility. You no longer need to commit to permanently placing your acoustic 
treatments or cleaning adhesive residue and chunks of your Studiofoam® panels off of your walls.

TEMP•Tabs - TTAB-KIT
Qty: 72 - TEMP•Tabs™

Accessories: 72 - Sets of Velcoins®

Adhesive: 72 - EZ-Stick™ Pro Tabs

Dimensions: 1½” x 3” Tabs

Coverage: 18 Studiofoam® acoustical panels @ 4 tabs per panel

INSTALLATION TIPS: 
Use four tabs for 2’ x 2’ panels and six tabs on 2’ x 4’ panels. Use two tabs for smaller 1’ x 1’ panels

Note: Be advised that some localized paint damage can occur with the removal of the peel and stick Velcoins from the wall surface.

1. Using a level, locate where the panels will hang on the wall. Use a pencil to mark the final locations on the walls. 

2. Spot clean the target attachment points on wall with rubbing alcohol

3. Separate the EZ-Stick Pro tabs from each other. Remove one of the release layers from the tab and attach to one side of the plastic 
TEMP•Tab. Repeat for the remaining TEMP•Tabs.

4. Remove the second release layer from the  
EZ-stick Pro tabs and firmly press into place 
on the rear surface of the panel “portrait style” 
(vertically) just inboard of the panels edges. 
Repeat for the remaining tabs. When applying 
tabs to Studiofoam, use very firm, uniform 
pressure (heel of hand not the palm) for 30 
seconds for the adhesive to set.

5. Peel the hook part of the supplied Velcoins® off of the clear plastic release strip and apply one to each plastic TEMP•Tab.

6. Leave the loop half of the Velcoins® on the clear plastic release strip and cut into individual coins using scissors.

7. Press the individual loop half of the Velcoins® onto the hook part of the Velcoins® already attached to the TEMP•Tabs.  
Peel the plastic release layer off of the back of the Velcoin® assembly.

8. Align the panel with the locating marks on the wall and press firmly on the front side of the panel, opposite the tabs to adhere  
to the wall. If the half of the Velcoin® that is attached to the wall should come loose, mark it’s location on the wall with a small  
pencil mark, separate it from the hook and reattach to the wall with a staple.
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